Modulation of breathing by phasic pulmonary stretch receptor feedback in an amphibian, Bufo marinus.
This study examined the role of phasic pulmonary stretch receptor (PSR) feedback in ventilatory control, breath clustering and breath timing in decerebrate, paralysed and artificially-ventilated cane toads (Bufo marinus) under conditions designed to minimise tonic PSR feedback. Fictive breathing was recorded as trigeminal motor output to the buccal musculature. Artificial tidal ventilation, with hypercarbic gas mixtures, was either continuous or activated by the fictive breaths and was manipulated to provide differing amounts/patterns of phasic PSR feedback. The results demonstrate that increased amounts of phasic PSR feedback increase overall breathing frequency. Within multi-breath episodes there was an increase in the instantaneous breathing frequency during the later stages of the episode. The temporal relationship between a fictive breath and lung inflation influenced the duration of the pause between fictive breaths. The data indicate that phasic PSR feedback stimulates breathing by enhancing the occurrence of breathing episodes in this species but does not appear to modify the instantaneous breathing frequency during an episode.